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Safty warning 

Intended use
The citrus juicer is suitable for extracting juice from citrus fruit(lemons,oranges 
etc).It is designed for juicing domestic portions and is unsuitable for 
commercial purposes. 

Hazards to children
• Children often underestimate the risks involved handling electronic 

appliances. Therefore, never allow children to use this appliance 
unsupervised. 

• Keep the packaging material away from children. They could suffocate! 

Electrical hazards
• The motor base must not be immersed in water or other liquids or held 

under running water as this could give you an electric shock. 
• Connect the citrus juicer to a properly installed earthed socket outlet with 

the same voltage as the one specified on the rating plate . 
• Do not use the appliance outdoors. 
• Do not use the appliance if the appliance, connection cord or plug are 

damaged or if the appliance has been dropped. 
• Do not make any modifications to the appliance or its connection cord. 

Repairs must only be carried out by a specialist workshop or other similarly 
qualified person. Improper repair may result in a considerable risk of injury 
to the user. 

• If the connection cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer’s customer service or a similarly qualified person to avoid 
hazards.
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• Remove the mains plug from the wall socket outlet,… 
…if a disturbance occurs 
…after use  
…if the citrus juicer is out of use for a prolonged period of time  
…before cleaning the citrus juicer 
…before removing and inserting the pressing cones. 
Always pull the plug, not the cord. 

Caution-material damage
• If you apply too much pressure to the cone while juicing, the motor may 

seize. 
• Keep the connection cord away from sources of heat. 

Important information for placing the juicer
• Place the juicer on a level surface that will not be harmed by splashes of 

juice as splashing cannot always be avoided. The surface should be easy 
to clean. 

• Do not stand the juicer on hot surfaces, such as hotplates or near naked 
flames.

• Your citrus juicer is equipped with suction feel. The suction feel will adhere 
to any smooth surface. For them to adhere well, the surface must be flat 
and also free of dust or grease. The suction feet cannot adhere to a 
textured surface. Slightly moisten the suction feel before you press them 
onto the surface. 

• Do not fix the suction feel to sensitive surfaces. Some paints or synthetic 
coatings may react adversely with the material of the suction feel and 
soften them .This could cause them to leave marks. 

• Never use abrasive or caustic cleaning products, as these might damage 
the surfaces. 
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At a glance (package contents) 
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Before first use 

Danger: keep the packaging material away from children. They could 
suffocate! 

Unpack the citrus juicer and remove all of the packaging material. 
Examine the juicer for visible damage and check that all of the parts are 
present.
You should clean the appliance before using it for the first time: 
Danger: the motor base must not be immersed in water or other liquids or held 
under running water as this could give you an electric shock. 
• Wipe the motor base with a damp cloth. 
• Before using the juicer for the first time, rinse the cones, strainer, juice 

container and transparent dust lid with warm water and a few drops of 
washing-up liquid. 

Operation

Setting up the juicer 
1. Stand the appliance on an even surface that is easy to clean. 
2. Unwind the power cord-to the length you require-from the cord storage 

compartment (underneath the juicer).Make sure that the cord is correctly 
positioned in the cord guide to prevent the juicer from wobbling. 

3. Connect the mains plug to a 230V~50Hz socket outlet. 
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Selecting accessories 
Depending on the size of the fruit you are juicing, you can use the large or the 
small cone. 

Large juicing cone  
The large cone is suitable for juicing large fruit, such as grapefruit, oranges 
etc.
Small juicing cone 
The small cone is suitable for juicing small citrus fruit, such as lemons, 
limes etc. 

Fit the small juicing cone directly onto the drive 
shaft. 

If you wish to use the large cone, fit the small 
cone onto the drive shaft first. Then fit the large 
cone over the top of the small cone. 
You must feel the notches in the large cone clip 
into place over the stirring wings on the small 
cone.

To separate the cones, pull the large cone up and off. 
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Juicing
Caution: if you apply too much pressure to the juicing cone,the motor may 
seize. 

1. Remove the transparent dust lid. 
2. Fit the appropriate cone onto the drive shaft. 
3. The juice container has a sealable spout. 

• If you wish to collect the juice in the container, 
press the spout upwards to close it. 

• If you want the juice to run straight into a glass, 
press the spout downwards to open it and place 
a stand under it. 

4. Cut a citrus fruit in half and press the cut end of one fruit half onto the 
cone.   
The juicer switches on automatically when you press the fruit down and 
the cone starts to turn.    
The juicer automatically switches off as soon as you reduce pressure on 
the cone.    
The cone scrapes the pulp out and squeezes the juice from the fruit .The 
juice flows through the strainer into the juice container from where it can 
run into a glass(the spout must be open ).The strainer keeps back thick 
pulp and seeds. 

To maximise the quantity of juice extracted from a fruit, press a fruit 
half onto the cone several times. 
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After use 
1. After use, remove cone, strainer, juice container and drive shaft from the 

appliance and clean them. 
2. Unplug the appliance. 

Juicing advice
Citrus fruit juices should be consumed immediately and never stored in 
a metal container. 

• Citrus juices are ideal for mixing. For example, you can mix orange juice 
with lemon juice for an extra vitamin C kick. 

• Freshly squeezed juice gives cocktails a particularly tangy twist and better 
flavour. 

• Lemon juice is also delicious is hot tea and additionally helps you build up 
your defences when you have a cold. 

Cleaning
Danger: 
• Unplug the citrus juicer before you clean it. 
• The motor base must not be immersed in water or other liquids or held 

under running water as this could give you an electric shock. 
• The juicing cones, strainer and juice container can go in the dishwasher. 
• Wipe the motor base with a damp cloth. 
• If you use the spout on the juice container frequently, pulp may build up in 

the spout. 
• Therefore clean the spout after each use. 
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230V~ 50Hz85W
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